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•  The standard solar model as developed for neutrino spectroscopy

•  Its predictions and limitations

•  Current and future tests:  laboratory, observational, computational

Status of the Standard Solar Model
and the Importance of New Tests of the Model

Wick Haxton:   Neutrino Frontiers, Minneapolis, 25 October 2008



•  Origin of solar neutrino physics: desire to test a rather simple model
   of low-mass, main-sequence stellar evolution
       ◊ local hydrostatic equilibrium: gas pressure gradient counteracting
           gravitational force
       ◊ hydrogen burning, dominated by the pp chain
       ◊ energy transport by radiation (interior) and convection (envelope)
       ◊ boundary conditions: today’s mass, radius, luminosity; the ZAMS 
           abundance ratios H:He:Z needed

•  The implementation of this physics requires
       ◊ electron gas EOS, which under solar conditions is quite close to
           that of an ideal gas
       ◊ low-energy S-factors for the pp chain and CN-cycle
       ◊ an understanding of solar metalicity: the opacity is dominated
           by free-bound transitions
       ◊ some means of fixing the composition at ZAMS

The Standard Solar Model



                                                              S17(20 keV)~ 20.6±0.5±0.6 eV-b   

                                                                          (average over 6 direct measurements)
                                                                          Junghans et al. PRC6 (2003) 065803  

 

S33(0) measurements by
LUNA in the solar Gamow peak
Bonetti et al. PRL 82 (1999) 5205
(screening)

The solar fusion reactor is slow and relatively cool:  low-E S-factors needed

S17 has been a key uncertainty affecting the high-energy neutrino flux
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FIG. 16: Fits of 12 di!erent theories to the BE3 data below
the resonance - see [42].

TABLE VI: S17(20) and S17(0) (in eV b) from fitting our data
with Ēcm ! 362 keV with di!erent models, as in Fig. 16 and
ref. [42].

Model S17(20) S17(0)
Nunes 20.8 21.4
Johnson 20.5 21.2
Bennaceur 21.5 22.2
Barker B80 20.7 21.2
Barker B1 21.8 22.6
Barker B2 21.1 21.8
Csoto C2B 21.7 22.0
Csoto C8B 21.8 22.1
Jennings rc = 2.4 fm 22.0 22.8
Jennings rc = 1.0 fm 21.1 21.8
Typel 20.3 20.8
Descouvemont 21.4 22.1

result is

S17(0) = 22.1 ± 0.6(expt) ± 0.6(theor) eV b. (12)

Our theoretical error estimate of ± 0.6 eV b is some-
what larger than the value quoted in ref. [14] because we
now include the Typel calculation. It is also considerably
larger, and hence more conservative than the ± 0.2 eV
b uncertainty recommended by Jennings [43]. Note that
the theoretical (extrapolation) uncertaintly is as large as
the experimental uncertainty so that additional theoret-
ical work to reduce the extrapolation uncertainty would
be very valuable.

In solar model calculations, the value of S17(0) along
with the derivatives [3] S!

17(0)/S17(0) and S!!
17(0)/S17(0)

are used to compute the 7Be(p,!)8B reaction rate in the
sun. However, Jennings has pointed out [43] that the
derivatives vary significantly among the di!erent theo-
ries, and also di!er from the “best” values given in ref. [3].

TABLE VII: Experimental S17(0) values and uncertainties in
eV b determined by our DB fits to published data.

Fit Range ! 425 keV ! 1200 keV
Experiment Value Error Value Error
Filippone 20.7 2.5 19.4 2.2
Hammache 20.1 1.3 19.4 1.1
Hass 20.4 1.1
Strieder 18.8 1.8 18.1 1.6
Baby 20.8 1.3 21.2 0.7
This work 22.1 0.6 22.3 0.6
!425 keV best fit 21.4 0.5
!1200 keV best fit 21.1 0.4

He [43] argues that S17(20) should be used in solar model
calculations, which avoids the need for derivatives since
20 keV is near the center of the Gamow window. Using
S17(20) instead of S17(0) also avoids the need to extrapo-
late theoretical cross section calculations to zero energy.

For these reasons, we also quote our best-fit result for
the S-factor at 20 keV:

S17(20) = 21.4 ± 0.6(expt)± 0.6(theor) eV b. (13)

Table VI displays our S17(0) and S17(20) values obtained
from the di!erent theoretical extrapolations. There is
a 3% variation in the ratio S17(20)/S17(0) among these
theories, which is surprisingly large.

B. Comparison with other direct experiments

We compare the results of all direct experiments by
fitting the DB theory to published data in two di!erent
energy ranges: Ēcm ! 425 keV, and Ēcm ! 1200 keV. We
made a substantial e!ort to ensure accuracy in these com-
parisons by obtaining data from primary sources when-
ever possible, and by fitting the data ourselves.

In the low-energy range, the 1+ resonance contribution
may be neglected (it is " 1% of the direct contribution
at Ēcm = 425 keV and drops rapidly with decreasing en-
ergy), and the theoretical uncertainty is minimized. The
experimental uncertainty due to the "-threshold correc-
tion is also minimized, and the high energy tail of the 1+

resonance is avoided. On the other hand, some experi-
ments do not have good precision at low energies (none
are as good as the present study), which motivates our
wider-range comparison. In the wide-range fits we in-
cluded the 1+ resonance with parameters fixed from the
fit to our data and excluded data close to the resonance.
Care was taken to separate common-mode (scale factor)
errors from other errors.

We renormalized all published data that used the
7Li(d,p)8Li normalization to #[7Li(d,p)8Li] = 152 ± 6
mb, the average of the results quoted in [3, 38] for the
cross section at the peak of the broad 780 keV reso-
nance. The results [44] for both fitting ranges are shown
in Fig. 17 and Table VII.



Composition/metalicity in the SSM

•  Standard picture of pre-solar contraction, evolution 
       ◊ sun forms from a primordial gas cloud: pre-ZAMS Hayashi phase: 
           cool, highly opaque, large internal temperature gradients, slowly
           contracting -- conditions where transport is convective
       ◊ radiative transport becomes more efficient at star’s center:
           radiative core grows, convection dominates a surface envelope,    
           core and surface no longer mix -- Henyey phase
       ◊ ZAMS:  thermonuclear energy generation compensates emissions

•  The SSM assumes that the Hayashi phase fully mixes the sun and thus 
   that the radiative and convective zones will be chemically identical
       ◊ as H+He+Z=1, two conditions needed to fix ZAMS composition
       ◊ Z fixed to contemporary abundances:  volatile elements from
           photospheric absorption lines;  others from meteoritic abundances,
           assumed representative the primordial gas
       ◊ H/He fixed by condition that luminosity reproduced at 4.6 b.y.      



•  Did the sun pass through the postulated Hayashi phase?
       ◊ N-body simulations of solar system formation are now feasible
       ◊ there is a Hayashi-like epoch, but the convective envelope
           develops earlier, spans the outer third of the proto-sun by radius,
           and resembles that of the modern sun

•  Is the composition of accreted material constant?
       ◊ the post-ZAMS deposition of high-Z material (infalling dust and
           planetoids) was the speculative basis for low-Z-core models
           invoked to solve the solar neutrino problem -- little motivation
       ◊ but a more plausible exception may come from the known 
           late-stage metal differentiation in the solar system, that
           accompanying  formation of the gaseous giant planets 

One could raise three questions:

Wuchterl and Klessen 2001



•  Do the metals remain in place for the 4.6 b.y. of MS burning? 
       ◊ in fact we know redistribution has occurred:  a consequence
           of microscopic  implementation of hydrostatic equilibrium
 
           ⇒ local electric fields that act differentially according to Z/A

           ⇒ produces settling of He, heavy elements

           ⇒ alters the local sound speed through affects on opacity, T

           ⇒ inclusion of such effects argued to have generally improved

              agreement between SSM and helioseismology

       ◊ early convective core



•  dynamic sun:  44% luminosity growth over 4.6 b.y.
     ◊ an interesting issue for paleo-climatic modeling

  
!(8B) ! !0e

!!/!0 , "0 ! 0.9 b.y.

•  significant high-energy neutrino luminosity is recent
     ◊
       
•  apart from diffusion, induced chemical gradients assumed static

     most interesting is 3He
     a fuel that in principle
     could drive convection
     (solar spoon, etc.):
     relevant to recent work
     on convection in
     3D red giant simulations
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Model tests:

•  Solar neutrinos:  direct measure of core temperature to ∼ 1%

•  Helioseismology:  inversions map out the local sound speed 
       ◊ prior to 2000, the SSM - helioseismology concordance was
           considered a significant confirmation on the model
       ◊ acoustic modes sensitive to the depth of the convective 
           zone and surface He abundance

Some model limitations:

•  Absence of multi-D physics important to convective zone, to the
   establishment of initial conditions, and to subsequent burning
      ◊ initial out-of-equilibrium burning of 12C, as CNO cycle seeks its
         equilibrium, is thought to drive convection of the inner core for
         the first ∼108 years of the MS
     ◊ Li depletion   



Figure

12

Figure 2: The evolution of galactic Li as a function of metallicity. Stellar metallicity serves
as a clock, with low-metallicity stars having formed early, high metallicity later (when the
interstellar medium was enriched in metals from previous generations of stars). The [Fe/H]
is the metallicity measure, relative to solar. Note the Li abundance plateau – called the Spite
plateau – at low metallicity, indicating that some baseline of Li existed when the first stars
were formed. This is assumed to be the primordial value. Note the great spread of values for
stars of solar metallicity. The two circles correspond to the expected standard solar model
Li (the high value) and the measured Li. The sun managed to destroy mosts of its Li – most
likely by dredging Li to depth (to high temperatures, where it can be burned) – during some
past epoch. Also shown are various theoretical mechanisms proposed for synthesizing Li.
From Ryan et al., astro-ph/9905211/.
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← expected solar

← observed solar surface



  Solar neutrino tests:   sensitivity derives from the different Coulomb
  barriers affecting the three competing cycles of the pp chain: 
  the 8B branch varies as ∼ T22, while the pp varies as ∼ T4

– 40 –
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Fig. 1.— The pp-chain for hydrogen burning. The relative termination rates of competing

reactions correspond to the BPS08(AGS) SSM.
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The fluxes track with core T -- regardless of the kind of SSM perturbation --
up to small corrections primarily due to the finite core size
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The SSM has proven approximately consistent with
the measured 8B flux, 

after accounting for the flavor conversion νe →νheavy 



SNO 391-day salt-phase result:  
5.54 ± 0.32 (stat) ± 0.35 (sys)× 106/cm2s

SSM (Opacity project opacities, 1998 GS abundances with Z=0.0169):
BPS08(GS):   5.95 × 106/cm2s

SSM (Opacity project opacities, 2005 AGS abundances with Z=0.0122):
BPS08(AGS):   4.72 × 106/cm2s

higher metalicity solar core slightly favored, but a more definite statement 
is not possible, largely due to theory uncertainties



Photospheric Abundances

●  SSM requires as input an estimate of core metalicity at t=0
                    
●  Taken from meteoritic abundances or from  photospheric absorption
    lines: the latter are the only practical way to determine the 
    abundances of volatile heavy elements, such as C, N, O, Ne, Ar
         -- SSM then assumes a homogeneous zero-age sun characterized
            by these abundances, for reasons previously described
 
●  These metals influence solar dynamics: free-bound transitions
    important to opacity, influencing local sound speed:  different metals
    dominate in different solar regions

●  The once excellent agreement between SSM and helioseismology
    due in part to this input  (Grevesse & Sauval 1998)      



●  The classic analyses modeled the photosphere in 1D, despite
    stratification, velocities, inhomogenieties
                    
●  But new 3D, parameter-free methods have been introduced,
    significantly improving consistency of line analyses

Pasadena, July 2007 Sun and Pop. I stars
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Pasadena, July 2007 Sun and Pop. I stars

Averaged line profilesAveraged line profiles

1D vs Sun

3D vs Sun

No micro- and macroturbulence needed in 3D!

Averaged line profiles
(from Asplund 2007)

●  Spread in abundances from
    different C, O lines sources
    reduced from ~ 40% to 10%                 

●  But abundances significantly reduced Z:  0.0169 ⇒ 0.0122 

●  Makes sun more consistent with similar stars in local neighborhood

●  Lowers SSM 8B  flux by 20%       
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Fig. 1.— Relative sound-speed di!erences, !c/c = (c!! cmodel)/cmodel, between solar models
and helioseismological results from MDI data. The vertical error bars show the 1" error in
the inversion due to statistical errors in the data. The horizontal error bars are a measure of

the resolution of the inversions, defined as the distance between the first and third quartile
points of the averaging kernels (approximately the half-width in radius of the measurement

in regions of good resolution).

As discussed in Basu, Pinsonneault, and Bahcall (2001), the e!ect of mixing in the

radiative zone of the Sun would be in the direction to reconcile the meteoritic and solar
photospheric lithium abundances and to bring the computed surface helium slightly closer

to the measured value. Such models have a somewhat shallower solar surface convection
zone and the overall agreement with the sound speed data is comparable, or slightly less
good, than models without extra mixing.

4.2. Comparisons for model BP04+ : new heavy element abundances

Figure 1 shows the dramatic lack of agreement between the helioseismological sound

speeds and the values predicted by the BP04+ solar model, which uses the new heavy ele-
ment abundance determinations (Allende Prieto, Lambert, & Asplund 2001; Allende Prieto,
Lambert, & Asplund 2002; Asplund et al. 2004; Asplund et al. 2000; Asplund 2000). The

Bahcall, Basu, Pinsonneault, Serenelli 2004

convective 
zone

old (GS 1998)
abundances

new (AGS 2005) 
abundances

But the resulting helioseismology tests:



•  Discrepancy largest for T ∼ 2-5 ×106 K:  C, N, O, Ne, and Ar are 
   partially ionized, with O and Ne particularly important to the opacity
      
•  Troubling because the previous concordance between the SSM and
   helioseismology helped the credibility of the SSM



Why this discrepancy could be important:  solar system metal differentiation

•  Accept the photospheric and helioseismic results at face value:  the
   convective zone (3% of the sun’s mass) has a lower metal content
   than the raditive zone:  deficit in the convective zone is 50 M⊕

•  Galileo, Cassini, and subsequent planetary modeling show that
   significant metal differentiation occurred late in the evolution of 
   the solar system, associated with formation of the gaseous giants
       ◊ initial collapse of the primordial gas cloud to form the proto-sun
       ◊ development of the nebular disk
       ◊ metal-rich grains and ice collect at the disk midplane
       ◊ formation of the 10 M⊕ rock cores of the giant planet, which
           scour out this enriched material
       ◊ rapid (1-few My) formation of gaseous envelopes, after the bulk
           of the nebular gas has already dissipated
       ◊ timing:  the sun already has developed its radiative core

•  The observed atmospheric enrichments indicate a total metal excess
   of (40-90) M⊕, depending on planetary modeling uncertainties

(Bodenheimer and Lin 2002) 

(Guillot 2005)



Figure 5: Elemental abundances measured in the tropospheres of Jupiter (cir-
cles) and Saturn (squares) in units of their abundances in the protosolar nebula.
The elemental abundances for Jupiter are derived from the in situ measurements
of the Galileo probe (e.g. Maha!y et al. 2000; Atreya et al. 2003). Note that the
oxygen abundance is considered to be a minimum value due to meteorological
e!ects (Roos-Serote et al. 2004). The abundances for Saturn are spectroscopic
determination (Atreya et al. 2003 and references therein). The solar or pro-
tosolar abundances used as a reference are from Lodders (2003). The arrows
show how abundances are a!ected by changing the reference protosolar abun-
dances from those of Anders & Grevesse (1989) to those of Lodders (2003).
The horizontal dotted lines indicate the locus of a uniform 2- and 4-times solar
enrichment in all elements except helium and neon, respectively.
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Galileo data, from Guillot  AREPS 2005

Standard interpretation: late-stage planetary formation in a chemically 
evolved disk over ∼ 1 m.y. time scale



•  The planetary metal differentiation requires processing of a minimum of
   2500 M⊕ of primordial gas:  this corresponds to 35% of the mass of the
   convective zone 

•  Consistent with planetary dynamics:  based on planetesimal deposition
   rates and the tidal radius of a fully-formed Jupiter (∼0.36 AU),  Jupiter 
   would have perturbed the orbits of ∼2500 M⊕ of gas

•  Numerical calculations show that time scale for the sun to accrete gas, 
   perturbed by a Jupiter-mass body orbiting at 5 AU, is short, ~ 5 ×105 y:
   a lot of angular momentum transfered to planet    

(Podolak et al. 1993)

(Strom et al. 1993)

Suggestion:  a single mechanism perturbs and segregates the last few 
percent of nebular gas, resulting in the enrichment of planetary 
atmospheres and dilution of the convective zone



The Test:  “Old School” Use of CN νs to Measure Core Metalicity

•  Bethe: a sharply T-dependent process for burning needed to sustain
   massive MS stars

•  pp chain (primary) vs CN cycle (secondary):  catalysts for CN cycle are
   pre-existing metals
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•  BSP08(GS) SSM (Serenelli and Pena-Garay) predicts a modest CN-
   cycle contribution to solar energy generation of 0.8%
      
•  but in principle measurable neutrino fluxes

   with the difference in these fluxes a consequence of the cycle not
   yet reaching equilibrium throughout the core due to the 14N(p,γ)
   bottleneck

•  and a series of experimental advances that will allow one to extract
   a meaningful constraint on core metalicity
       ◊ a test of the SSM hypothesis of a homogeneous ZAMS sun
       ◊ a test of the thermonuclear reactions thought to power 
           massive MS stars

– 7 –

mass. Consequently, over a significant portion of the outer core, 12C has been converted to

14N, but further reactions are inhibited by the 14N(p,!) bottleneck.

The BSP08(GS) SSM (Peña-Garay & Serenelli 2008) – which employs values for Z and

the 14N(p,!) S-factor given below – predicts a modest CN-cycle contribution to solar energy

generation of 0.8% but substantial fluxes of neutrinos

13N("+)13C E! !< 1.199 MeV # = (2.93+0.91
!0.82)" 108/cm2s

15O("+)15N E! !< 1.732 MeV # = (2.20+0.73
!0.63)" 108/cm2s.

Here uncertainties reflect conservative abundance uncertainties as defined empirically in

Bahcall & Serenelli (2005). The first reaction is part of the path from 12C to 14N, while the

latter follows 14N(p,!). Thus neutrinos from 15O " decay are produced in the central core:

95% of the flux comes from the CN-equilibrium region, described above. About 30% of the

13N neutrinos come from outside this region, primarily because of the continued burning of

primordial 12C: this accounts for the somewhat higher flux of these neutrinos. There is also

a small but fascinating contribution from 17F " decay,

17F("+)17O E! !< 1.740 MeV # = (5.82± 3.04)" 106/cm2s (1)

a reaction fed by (p,!) on primordial 16O: the cycling time for the second branch of the

CNO bi-cycle, for solar core conditions, is much longer than the solar age. The flux of these

neutrinos appears too small to allow a test of the Sun’s primordial oxygen content by this

means (Bahcall 1989).

The SSM makes several reasonable assumptions, including local hydrostatic equilibrium

(the balancing of the gravitational force against the gas pressure gradient), energy

generation by proton burning, a homogeneous zero-age Sun, and boundary conditions

imposed by the known mass, radius, and luminosity of the present Sun. It assumes no

significant mass loss or accretion. The homogeneity assumption allows the primordial core



Laboratory astrophysics:  recent progress

! New, high-statistics measurements of 7Be(p,") important to the pp
   chain and solar #s:

Junghans et al., Baby et al.

! Remeasurements of 14N(p,"), controlling reaction of CN cycle

$ implanted (TUNL), gas/solid (LUNA) targets
$ resulting S-factor 1.61 ± 0.08 keV-b  almost a
   factor of two below former best value
$ remarkable LUNA result at 70 keV
$ reduces CNO # fluxes proportionately,
   making a significant change in SSM #s

Lemut et al., Imbriani et al., Runkle et al., Bertone et al.

! Measurements hot CNO cycle reactions

   important to the " ray source 22Na
ISAC, ORNL-HRIBF, Argonne

Fig. 2. Astrophysical S-factor for the 14N(p,!)15O reaction from the present work

(filled squares) and from previous studies: circles [8], inverted triangles [7], diamonds

[16,17], triangles [18]. Error bars ( ± 1" statistical uncertainty) are only shown where

they are larger than the symbols used. The Gamow peak for T6 = 80 is also shown.

The systematic uncertainties are given in the text and in table 1.
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Lemut et al. (LUNA)

Future:  Next-generation nuclear astrophysics deep underground

LUNA Laboratory for Underground Nuclear Astrophysics

Study of the cross section of nuclear reactions at stellar 
energies

in particular for pp chain             2 accelerators: 50kV - 400kV
400 kV accelerator
14N(p, )15O (CNO cycle)

50 kV accelerator
3He(3He,2p)4He - D(p, )3He

Collab.:
Italy, Germany, Hungary

Portugal

p + p d + e+ + e

d + p 3He +

3He +3He + 2p 3He +4He 7Be +

7Be+e- 7Li + + e
7Be + p 8B +

7Li + p 8B 2 + e++ e

84.7 % 13.8 %

13.78 % 0.02 %

pp chain

done in 2003

Following LUNA:  DUSEL-NAG
- high-intensity light ion machine, or
- high-intensity,  !1 MeV/amu heavy ion
  accelerator for inverse kinematic
- advanced detectors: recoil separation,
  4"  Si strip,  high-E !-tracking

JINA:   http://www.jinaweb.org/dusel/

Future:  Next-generation nuclear astrophysics deep underground

Following LUNA:  DUSEL-NAG
- high-intensity light ion machine, or
- high-intensity,  !1 MeV/amu heavy ion
  accelerator for inverse kinematic
- advanced detectors: recoil separation,
  4"  Si strip,  high-E !-tracking

JINA:   http://www.jinaweb.org/dusel/

LUNA and LENA measurements of 14N(p,γ) 

S-factor mapped down to 70 keV

Formicola (LUNA) et al. (2004);  Imbriani et al. (2005);
Bemmerer et al (2006);  Lemut et al. (2006);
Trautvetter et al. (2008); Runkle (TUNL) et al. (2005) 

Significant improvements in the key S-factor
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A similar detector --
Borexino -- now 

operating at Gran Sasso,
with exceptional low

environmental 
radioativity rates

An experiment with good sensitivity to CN νs:  SNO+



SK as a thermometer, eliminating CN flux dependence on SSM parameters 

•   For 19 SSM parameters βj with significant uncertainties, consider

                    

•   Divide this dependence into environmental, nuclear, CN terms
 

•   bracketed “environmental” uncertainties: luminosity, radiative opacity,
    solar age, He and metal diffusion,  fractional abundances of O, Ne, 
    Mg, Si, S, Ar, and Fe -- not well controlled by lab constraints

•   nuclear uncertainties (as well as “in-transit” neutrino physics 
    uncertainties) are controllable: can be constrained by LUNA ...
        

– 13 –

metallicities might be important to more general problems of chemical di!erentiation

during solar-system formation.

3. The Sun as a Calibrated Laboratory

Independent of questions about the Sun’s pre-main-sequence evolution, one recognizes

that the Sun’s inner core would have been mixed at the onset of the main sequence due

to the initial out-of-equilibrium burning of 12C. It has been recognized for many years

that a measurement of the CN-cycle solar neutrino flux would, in principle, determine the

metalicity of this core zone, allowing a comparison with abundance determined from the

solar atmosphere. But in the past several years new developments have occurred that now

seem to suggest such a measurement could be practical. These include:

• Accurate calibrations of the solar core temperature by SNO and Super-Kamiokande;

• Tight constraints on the oscillation parameters and matter e!ects that will determine

the flavor content of the CN and 8B neutrino fluxes;

• Recent measurements of the controlling reaction of the CN cycle, 14N(p,!), that have

significantly reduced the nuclear physics uncertainties a!ecting SSM predictions of

CN-cycle fluxes; and

• New ideas for high-counting rate experiments that would be sensitive to CN-cycle

neutrinos, and from which reliable terrestrial fluxes could be extracted.

Our analysis uses previous SSM work in which the logarithmic partial derivatives "(i, j) for

each neutrino flux #i are evaluated for the SSM input parameters $j,

"(i, j) ! % ln [#i/#i(0)]

% ln [$j/$j(0)]
(2)
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where !i(0) and "j(0) denote the SSM best values. This information, in combination with

the assigned uncertainties in the "j, then provides an estimate of the uncertainty in the

SSM prediction of !i. In particular, crucial to the current analysis is the work of Bahcall &

Serenelli (2005), who evaluated the dependence on the mass fractions (measured relative to

hydrogen) of di!erent heavy elements,

"j =
mass fraction of element j

mass fraction of hydrogen
! Xj (3)

Having this information not as a function of the overall metalicity Z, but as a function

of the individual abundances, allows us to separate the “environmental” e!ects of the

metals in the solar core from the special role of primordial C and N as catalysts for the

CN cycle. By environmental e!ects we mean the influence of the metals on the opacity

and thus the ambient core temperature, which controls the rates of neutrino-producing

reactions of both the pp-chain and CN cycle. Simply put, our strategy here is to use the

temperature-dependent 8B neutrino flux to calibrate the environmental e!ects of the metals

and of other SSM parameters, thus isolating the special CN-cycle dependence on primordial

C+N. We find this primordial abundance can be expressed, with very little residual solar

model uncertainty, in terms of the measured 8B neutrino flux and nuclear cross sections

that have been determined in the laboratory. In fact, we argue that the resulting expression

is likely more general than the SSM context from which it is derived.

The partial derivatives allow one to define the power-law dependencies of neutrino

fluxes, relative to the SSM best-value prediction !i(0)

!i = !i(0)
N!

j=1

"
"j

"j(0)

#!(i,j)

(4)

where the product extends over N SSM input parameters. This expression can be used

to evaluate how SSM flux predictions will vary, relative to !i(0), as the "j are varied.

Alternatively, the process can be inverted: a flux measurement could in principle be used

to constrain an uncertain input parameter.

⇒
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The baseline SSM calculation for our calculations is BPS08(AGS) (Peña-Garay &

Serenelli 2008), which uses the recently determined AGS abundances for the volatile

elements C, N, O, Ne, and Ar, rather than the previous GS standard composition. It

should be noted that AGS includes a downward revision by 0.05 dex of the Si photospheric

abundance compared to GS and, accordingly, a similar reduction in the meteoritic

abundances. The partial derivatives needed in the present calculation are summarized in

Tables 1 (solar model parameters and nuclear cross sections) and 2 (abundances).

The SSM estimate of uncertainties in the various solar neutrino fluxes !i can be

obtained by folding the partial derivatives with the uncertainties in the underlying "j. In

particular, it is convenient to decompose Eq. 4 into its dependence on solar parameters,

non-CN metals, nuclear S-factors, and the primordial C and N abundances,

!i = !SSM
i !!

"
#

j!{Solar}

$
"j

"j(0)

%!(i,j) #

j!{Metals"=C,N}

$
"j

"j(0)

%!(i,j)
&

'

!
#

j!{Nuclear}

$
"j

"j(0)

%!(i,j) #

j!{C,N}

$
"j

"j(0)

%!(i,j)

. (5)

The two terms within the brackets will be designated “environmental” uncertainties

– SSM solar and abundance parameters that primarily influence neutrino flux predictions

through changes they induce in the core temperature. These are, respectively, the

uncertainties in the photon luminosity L#, the mean radiative opacity, the solar age, and

calculated He and metal du!usion; and the fractional abundances of O, Ne, Mg, Si, S,

Ar, and Fe. The estimated 1# fractional uncertainties for the solar parameters have been

previously evaluated and are listed in Table 3.

The heavy elements abundances in BPS08(AGS) are taken from the meteoritic

abundances where available (Mg, Si, S, and Fe) and otherwise from photospheric
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(each β has some  
 estimated SSM  
 uncertainty)
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Fig. 3.— Results from a Monte Carlo simulation of SSM where the 11 environmental pa-

rameters (see text) have been varied. The two left panels show the correlations between the

8B flux and the two CN-cycle neutrino fluxes 13N and 15O. The slopes of the correlations are

given in the plots, together with the 68.3% confidence level contours. On the right side panels

we show the residuals from the fits, 2.8% and 2.6% for the 13N and 15O fluxes respectively,

that determine the residual environmental uncertainty in Eqs. (10,14) respectively.

Monte Carlo SSM studies of 8B, 13N, 15O ν correlations
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Table 1. Partial derivatives !(i, j) of neutrino fluxes with respect to solar environmental

and nuclear cross section parameters.

Environmental !j Nuclear !j

Source L! Opacity Age Di!usion S11 S33 S34 S17 Se7 S114

"(8B) 7.16 2.70 1.38 0.28 -2.73 -0.43 0.85 1.0 -1.0 -0.020

"(13N) 4.40 1.43 0.86 0.34 -2.09 0.025 -0.053 0.0 0.0 0.71

"(13N)/"(8B)0.599 0.11 -0.19 0.03 0.17 -0.45 0.28 -0.56 -0.60 0.60 0.72

"(15O) 6.00 2.06 1.34 0.39 -2.95 0.018 -0.041 0.0 0.0 1.00

"(15O)/"(8B)0.828 0.07 -0.18 0.20 0.16 -0.69 0.37 -0.74 -0.83 0.83 1.02

Note. — Table entries are the logarithmic partial derivatives #(i, j) of the solar neutrino fluxes

"i with respect to the indicated solar model parameter !j , taken about the SSM best values. All

fluxes are in units of their SSM best values, and thus are dimensionless. The derivatives, taken from

Peña-Garay & Serenelli (2008), are for the SSM BPS08(AGS), which employs the AGS abundances.

The two flux ratios were determined for a "(8B) exponent that minimizes the residual environmental

error in the prediction, including the environmental variables here and in Table 2. As explained in the

text, that error is weighted according to the uncertainties in the environmental parameters !j , given

in Table 3.

By studying a ratio, the unknown CN flux relative to the measured 8B flux,
  > 90% of the environmental uncertainty is removed

Exception:  diffusion -- primordial vs. contemporary CN abundance

These proportionalities remain valid for parameter variations far outside the 
SSM uncertainties 



The residual uncertainties in                thus can affect a comparison
between the SNO+ and SuperK elastic scattering rates

Range determined by SNO and KamLAND combined analyses 

High-E 8B νs are in the adiabatic MSW region where limiting behavior
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among those included in the systematic error budget, so it should not be counted

a second time. It contributes (Hosaka et al. 2006) at the ! 1% level. This is a

laboratory astrophysics uncertainty that could be lowered by improved measurements

of the 8Be resonance.

• Uncertainties in the elastic scattering cross section are also small (! 0.5% Hosaka et

al. 2006), and furthermore tend to cancel between the two normalizing cross sections

in Eq.(26).

• The principal uncertainty in the cross section ratio is that associated with neutrino

oscillations. Apart from the dependence on the solar density profile, one can consider

this to be another type of laboratory uncertainty: oscillation parameters can and

will be further constrained by a variety of accelerator and reactor experiments. For

example, KamLAND currently provides our best constraint on !m2
12.

The LMA parameter uncertainties in Super-Kamiokande and Borexino/SNO+ are

anti-correlated. Most of the low-energy 15N neutrinos do not experience a level crossing,

residing instead in a portion of the MSW plane where the oscillations are close to the

vacuum oscillation limit:

P!e(E!)" 1# 1

2
sin 2"12 (27)

Thus an increase in the vacuum mixing angle "12 decreases the #e survival probability. The

higher energy 8B neutrinos are largely within the MSW triangle, described by an adiabatic

level crossing. The limiting behavior for an adiabatic crossing is

P!e(E!)"
1

2
(1# cos 2"12) (28)

so that an increase in "12 increases the survival probability. This anti-correlation thus leads

to larger e!ects in the ratio.

P increases as θ12 increases

while CN neutrinos are in the near-vacuum region with limiting behavior
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to larger e!ects in the ratio.

P decreases as θ12 increases

Use SNO, KamLAND to constrain effects of flavor physics 

!12, "m
2
12



The bottom line is a primordial abundances ↔ future experiment relation: 
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primordial abundance by 30% produce changes at or below 1.5%, that is, 0.120 (1 ± 0.015).

If the overall metalicity is changed, keeping the C/N ratio fixed, this becomes 0.1%. One

concludes from these exercises that the ratio of events in the 0.8-1.3 MeV window from 13N

and 15O neutrino interactions to that from 15O neutrinos alone, is 1.120 ± 0.003, when all

sources of uncertainty are considered.

The final step is to plug Eqs. 16 and 22 into Eq. 12 to obtain

RB/S
exp (CN)

RB/S
cal (15O, !m2

12, "12))
=

(1.120± 0.003)

!
RSK

exp(
8B)

RSK
cal (8B, !m2

12, "12)

"0.828

! [1± 2.6%(resid. envir.)± 7.6%(nuclear)]

!
#

X(12C)

X(12C)SSM

$0.805 #
X(14N)

X(14N)SSM

$0.199

. (26)

The SK rate term is the experimental “thermometer” we use to remove most of the solar

model “environmental” uncertainty, leaving in the next term SSM uncertainties that are

dominated by the nuclear physics. But these uncertainties are, in some sense, under our

control, and will be reduced as laboratory reaction measurements continue. The last terms

are the primordial abundances we would like to constrain. The role of the SSM in this

equation is to define a set of parameters and thus a set of reference rates, about which we

then explore possible variations. Those variations generate the environmental and nuclear

uncertainties given above, according to Eq. 12.

The Rcal factors in Eq. (26) contain additional uncertainties, including one important

one:

• The shape of the normalized neutrino spectra: The 15O shape spectrum is allowed,

and thus accurately known. The 8B spectrum is less certain because the # decay

populates a broad final-state resonance. In the SK analysis this spectrum error is
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uncertainties given above, according to Eq. 12.

The Rcal factors in Eq. (26) contain additional uncertainties, including one important

one:

• The shape of the normalized neutrino spectra: The 15O shape spectrum is allowed,

and thus accurately known. The 8B spectrum is less certain because the # decay

populates a broad final-state resonance. In the SK analysis this spectrum error is

!(1.120± 0.003)[1± 0.03(SK)± 0.026(resid env)± 0.049(LMA)± 0.071(nucl)]

errors that can be further 
improved in the laboratory

The net theory “error bar” in relating a SNO+ CN-ν measurement to 
primordial metallicity is thus about 9% 

diffusion:  relating today’s
metals to primordial ones

For details, see WH + Aldo Serenelli, to appear in ApJ (arXiv:0805.2013)



For theory: Is it practical to go beyond the SSM?

•  viewing the SSM as a piece of a larger problem, solar system formation
   and evolution
       ◊ SSM has always depended on assumptions about pre-solar
           evolution -- important that we get this right
       ◊ conversely, our field has developed uniquely powerful tools --
           helioseismology and neutrinos -- for probing the solar interior:
           planetary scientists must be envious
       ◊ a scenario consistent with the data couples the sun and planets: 
           the transfer of disk metals and angular momentum to the gaseous
           giants, deposition of depleted gas onto the sun
      ◊  plausibly a signature of this process might be found in
           the helioseismology of the upper radiative zone 
      ◊  the sun/solar system our best opportunity to test structure 
           formation (as the SSM is the best test of MS stellar evolution)

N-body simulations extending over the period of planetary formation
done this year:  realistic modeling of late-stage disk perhaps within reach  



•  somewhat farther in the future: treating the SSM as a 3D problem
       ◊ clearly relevant to issues like the early convective core and
           the destruction of Li
       ◊ 3D modeling has impacting the interpretation of photospheric
           data:  same physics important to solar mass loss, coronal heating, ...       
       ◊ simulations have also brought into question ad hoc 1D methods like
           mixing length theory, important to the convective boundary

      ◊ 3D hydrostatic evolution codes are under development:  the
          Djehuty group’s prediction of convective mixing in red giants

Dearborn, Lattanzio, Eggleton:  astro-ph/0512049/, astro-ph/0612147/

Arnett, Meakin, Young:  astro-ph/0819.1625/

Take home message:   The work done to understand the flavor physics
has finally set the stage for using neutrinos as a solar probe:  that was 
the original motivation for this field - and a more interesting one today 
thn in Davis’s time.   A SNO+ measurement would be a great start on 
such a program, directly constraining the metalicity of the solar core.


